Activity: Practice drawing bark stroke per earlier instructions in trunks outline below. Add more stroke to left side to make it bit darker. This brings out the roundness.

- Keep lines shorter on the edges
- Direction of lines close to the edges should follow the trunk outline
- Bigger lines in the center

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Draw your own trunks and texture them below. Grounding trunk is covered in detail later.
Activity: Draw bigger crevices in following trunks to give them a different feel.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Draw twisted trunks below per earlier instructions:
Activity: Finish the following trunks with knot per earlier instructions. Draw one of your own.
Activity: Use Longer Bark Lines to Texture Following Trunks:

Yet another example.
Activity: Finish the following trunks and ground them. Also draw grass and distant element.
Activity: Texture following tree trunks with branches and finish with grass cover and distant tree line. Add more branches to your liking. Study tree shapes when visible, especially in winter.
Activity: Texture the following young trees
Activity: Finish the following Winter Trees as illustrated before. Draw some of your own.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Texture the following tall twigs and add distant element and ground cover. Draw one from your imagination.
Activity: Practice drawing bark close up in the following outlines per earlier instructions. Draw one of your own.
Activity: Practice drawing bark pieces outline in the following trunks and texturing them.

Activity: Texture the bark outlines above.
**Landscapes with Trunks:**

By changing location and density of trunks, different landscapes based on this theme can be easily drawn from your imagination. Following are some starting points. Put a horizon line and further add receding trunks and finish them per earlier instructions.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
**Drawing Receding Landscapes:**

You can also combine trunks with young trees and other elements (discussed later) to create compositions with different feel as shown below. Try finishing this and create some of your own compositions.

As you gain experience you can add other elements like stones to create these simple scenes with great intensity.
Activity: Receding posts:

Here are some more examples to study how receding posts are drawn. Texture the posts

Draw the receding posts below
Activity: Drawing trunks and branches lying on the ground
Texture the following branches and trunks per earlier instructions.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Finish the following per earlier instructions:
Activity: Practice drawing leaf stroke and foliage mass in the outlines below. Try some of your own shapes as well.

Always avoid drawing a defined edge of foliage mass. Instead add few swirls or marks to give an open feel to the edges.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Draw the following trees per earlier instructions:
Activity: Finish the outlines below to draw a tree

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Practice Drawing Trees at a Distance:

Finish the outline of distant trees per earlier instructions:
Activity : Practice Drawing Simple Landscapes with Trees:

For more examples, pl. visit www.pendrawings.me/minilandscapes
Activity: Practice Drawing Simple Landscapes with Trees:
Activity: Attempt to draw a wooded area below per earlier instructions: